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Multiple hazards may affect urban areas and integration of susceptibility maps about 

natural hazards are required for proper site selection and urban planning. Likewise, 

geological and geotechnical parameters, development expenditures and the spatial pattern 

of existent social and technical infrastructure should be considered for this aim. Up-to-

date land use land cover (LULC) maps and the natural hazard susceptibility maps based 

on this data can be acquired from high-resolution satellite sensors. In this thesis, landslide 

and flood hazard potential are considered for combined hazard susceptibility assessment 

to be used for an urban settlement, Mamak, which is currently developing for disaster 

management purposes. The flood susceptibility map of Ankara City was generated in a 

prior research with the Modified Analytical Hierarchical Process (M-AHP) method. The 

landslide susceptibility map was generated with the logistic regression method in this 

thesis. LULC map was obtained from Sentinel-2 images with the Random Forest method 



 

 
 

as an image classification technique. The first and second topographic derivatives 

acquired by a digital terrain model (DTM) and lithology information produced by the 

General Directorate of Mineral Research and Explorations were employed for the 

generation of landslide susceptibility maps. A combined hazard susceptibility assessment 

was performed using the Mamdani Fuzzy algorithm and the outcomes were examined in 

the context of urban planning. According to the results, multi-hazard susceptibility 

assessment maps, which can be a base for city planning, can be created by combining a 

number of machine learning and expert-based learning methods. 
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ÖZET 

 

KENTSEL PLANLAMA AMAÇLI ÇOKLU DOĞAL 

TEHLIKE DUYARLILIK HARİTASI ÜRETİMİ: ANKARA 

MAMAK ÖRNEĞİ  

 

 

Tuğçe YANAR 

 

 

Yüksek Lisans, Geomatik Mühendisliği Bölümü 

Tez Danışmanı: Doç. Dr. Sultan KOCAMAN GÖKÇEOĞLU 

Nisan 2020, 70 sayfa 

 

 

Kentsel alanlarda çoklu afet tehlikeleri bulunmaktadır ve uygun yer seçimi ve şehir 

planlaması için çoklu tehlike duyarlılık haritalarına ihtiyaç vardır. Ayrıca, jeolojik-

jeoteknik parametreler, inşaat maliyetleri ve mevcut altyapının mekansal dağılımı da bu 

amaçla dikkate alınmalıdır. Güncel arazi kullanımı/arazi örtüsü haritası ve buna bağlı 

olarak doğal tehlike duyarlılık haritaları yüksek çözünürlüklü uydu sensörlerinden elde 

edilebilmektedir. Bu çalışmada, heyelan ve sel doğal tehlikeleri göz önünde 

bulundurularak, gelişmekte olan bir kentsel yerleşim alanı için (Ankara, Mamak İlçesi, 

Türkiye) afet yönetimi amaçlı entegre bir doğal tehlike duyarlılık değerlendirmesi 

yapılmıştır. Ankara’ya ait taşkın duyarlılık haritası önceki bir çalışmada Değiştirilmiş 

Analitik Hiyerarşik Süreci (M-AHP) yöntemi kullanılarak üretilmiştir. Heyelan duyarlılık 

haritası ise Lojistik Regresyon tekniği kullanılarak bu çalışmada oluşturulmuştur. Bu 

amaçla güncel arazi kullanım haritası, Sentinel-2 görüntülerinin Rastgele Orman yöntemi 

kullanılarak sınıflandırılması ile oluşturulmuştur. Heyelan duyarlılık haritasının üretimi 



 

 
 

için ayrıca yüksek çözünürlüklü dijital arazi modelinden elde edilen topografik 

parametreler ve Maden Tetkik Arama Kurumunun ürettiği litolojik bilgisi kullanılmıştır. 

Çoklu doğal tehlike duyarlılığı değerlendirmesi için Mamdani Fuzzy algoritması 

kullanılmış ve sonuçlar tartışılmıştır. Sonuçlar, kentsel planlama için altlık oluşturacak 

çoklu doğal tehlike duyarlılık haritalarının bir dizi makine öğrenmesi ve uzman tabanlı 

yöntemlerin birleştirilmesi ile elde edilebildiğini göstermektedir. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Locally and globally enhanced hazard control is an essential focal point to 

decrease the damages resulting from natural hazards [1]. In developing countries, 

insufficient urban planning increases the adverse impacts of disasters on society 

economically and socially. The existing infrastructure and land use in urban planning are 

generally underestimated, yet they should be considered [2]. City planning is a 

complicated system that requires respect for existing conditions. This system can be 

supported by the current improvements in geographic information technologies like 

photogrammetry, 3D-GIS (Geographic Information System), remote sensing, volunteer 

contributions to geographical data, and high-level geographical analysis techniques for 

data acquisition and interpretation. In addition, these technologies provide crucial 

mechanisms to produce an integrated procedure. 

Amongst the natural disasters related to climate and geology such as landslides, 

floods, quakes, wildfires, hurricanes, eruptions, cities are largely affected by landslides 

and floods. Constructions, substructure, and other amenities in the city can be damaged 

with a landslide that is one of the most prevalent natural risks with a worldwide expanse 

[4].  23,041 number of landslides were seen in Turkey between 1950 and 2018 [5]. In the 

literature (e.g., References [6–10]), vast amount of research has been done on landslide 

susceptibility (LS), yet most research was on open lands and forests. Intensive structures 

that alter and mostly cover the topography makes LS assessment complicated in urban 

areas. Besides, more extended research is needed because of the complexness problem 

addition to unfinished and incorrect landslide inventories [11]. It is difficult to obtain LS 

maps at regional level because of the necessity of up to date data.  These kinds of maps 

have importance for governments' disaster reduction actions. 

Despite the diversity of landslide conditioning parameters, data availability is the 

principal restriction for used factors' numbers to generate LS. Generally, parameters like 

geomorphologic (e.g., topographic, hydrologic, etc.) and geologic (e.g. lithology) 

characteristics and land use and land cover (LULC) information must be taken into 

consideration for this purpose [4]. Representation of the geomorphological appearances 

in an urban area can be possible with a dense digital terrain model (DTM).   Geological 

and geomorphological characteristics of the urban area change slowly unlike LULC. 

LULC currency is mandatory for obtaining high accuracy in the demonstration, due to 
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their importance for LS assessment [12]. Inventories are also used in the LS assessment 

models. Additionally, it is difficult to decide on landslide boundaries in residential lots 

and heavy construction zones in consequence of veiled or transformed topography, which 

significantly blocks the visibility of landslides. 

Floods are additionally a notable natural hazard with its destructive effects, rate 

of fatality and occurrence frequency in the world [13,14]. The rate of flooding in Turkey 

is increasing day by day according to the statistics [15]. It is also expected that the rate of 

these events will continue to increase in the future with the result of climate change and 

rapid urbanization. Decision makers should examine flood susceptibility (FS) maps since 

they contain valuable information that can be used in urban mitigation plans [16-18]. 

Sozer et al. [19, 20] generated FS map using a modified analytical hierarchy process (M‐

AHP) [21] that is an expert‐based decision support system was used to produce for 

Ankara, Turkey.  As it will cause inadequate and inaccurate results to be created in a small 

area similar to the study area, using the outputs obtained from this study, where FS is 

evaluated at the regional level will increase the accuracy rate of the study. The east part 

of this flood susceptibility map was cropped, reclassified and added to the multi‐hazard 

susceptibility (MHS) evaluation process in this research. 

Moreover, landslides and floods are generally remarkable in the areas that have 

similar geographical and ecological situations. Flood events might trigger landslides 

when the amount of rainfall is high. For this reason, these two types of natural hazards 

need to be evaluated together. The assessment allows detailed analysis of the effects of 

landslides and floods both separately and together. 

The principal purpose of this thesis was to formulate a methodology for creating 

MHS maps that can form the base of city planning stages. The Mamak region, a central 

district in Ankara, Turkey, which is subject to development projects, was found suitable 

for this purpose of the study. For this reason, the eastern part of the Mamak region was 

selected as study area. With this study, the Urban Transformation Project being carried 

out Mamak region is examined from the issue of sensitivity to natural hazards. At the 

same time, the infrastructures that the region should have within the framework of risk 

management could be evaluated accordingly. 

In the thesis, first, the actual land use map was created using Sentinel-2 satellite 

images and topographic parameters were created using the high-resolution digital 
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elevation model (DEM), and lithology data was obtained from the existing geospatial 

database [4]. These parameters were employed in the production of the LS map. As 

mentioned before, FS maps are required to be created at regional scale. For this reason, 

the FS map of Ankara generated by Sozer at al [19,20] was utilized in this thesis after 

cropping and reclassification . Then, the Mamdani fuzzy algorithm (MFA) was used to 

create the MHS map. Outputs were visualized and examined in 2D and 3D formats. 

Existing settlements' conditions and multiple hazard risks were evaluated together within 

the scope of city planning. This is one of the first studies in the literature in which the 

MFA is used to evaluate two hazard susceptibility maps together. 

A literature background for landslide, flood, and multi-hazard susceptibility is 

presented under the next, the second main Chapter, in this thesis. In the third Chapter, the 

study area and features of the input data are explained. The methodologies used in the 

study are expounded in detail in the fourth Chapter. Results are examined under the fifth 

Chapter. Under the sixth Chapter, the final products are discussed with an urban 

transformation plan and three-dimensional images. In the last Chapter, a general 

conclusion of the work and how it can be improved with future studies are mentioned. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. Landslide Susceptibility Mapping 

Incidences of natural disasters are gradually increasing worldwide. For this 

reason, the detection of natural hazards with automated systems becomes important. 

Landslides are the events that frequently turn into disasters throughout the world. 

Therefore, most of the studies have focused on this subject in the literature. Different 

sources such as SAR, Lidar and stereo images are used for the detection of landslides in 

the literature [22-25]. Also, many different methods are used in the production of maps. 

Some of these are support vector machine (SVM) [26-28], artificial neural network [28-

31], fuzzy logic [28,32], analytical hierarchy process [32-34], statistical index and 

weighting factor [33-34], and logistic regression (LR) [29-30,34] methods. Similar 

landslide conditioning parameters were also used in most of the studies mentioned above 

(e.g. slope, curvature, soil drainage, soil texture, topographic wetness index, channel 

order, soil map, land cover and lithology) 

 Although two-class SVM is more accurate than the LR method in the study of 

Yao et al. [26], the results are less sensitive than all of them in one-class SVM. Moreover, 

as mentioned in the study, the use of the SVM method is notably suitable in studies about 

landslide susceptibility assessment with a small number of training sample. However, 

according to the comparison made in Pradhan's study [28], ANFIS method yielded higher 

accuracy than SVM method.  

In another study, the fuzzy logic method and AHP method were compared and it 

was seen in the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve that more accurate results 

were obtained in the fuzzy logic method [32]. It was stated that AHP method, which is 

based on expert opinion, was directly affected by the subjectivity and this situation may 

be the reason for the decrease in the level of accuracy. In the study where the AHP method 

is compared with other methods (statistical index and weighting factor) [33] and the last 

mentioned study, the accuracy level in the AHP method is almost the same. This may 

indicate that the AHP method generally gives a similar range of accurate results. The 

success of the artificial neural network method in producing LS map has also been 

mentioned in many studies [e.g. 28-30]. 

As seen in many studies and will be explained in more detail later in the thesis, 

the LR method is a popular method for producing LS maps, which provides fast and 
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accurate results. Therefore, in this thesis, it has been decided to use the LR method for 

producing the LS map. 

According to Fell et al. [35], the study goals, parameters, methods, landslide 

inventory, field properties, etc. affect the results of the study. In short, the precision of the 

methods should not be evaluated independently of the data. A general overview of the 

literature on landslide susceptibility mapping methods is given in Table 2.1. and Table 

2.2. 

 

Table 2.1. Use of different data sources for landslide susceptibility map production in the 

literature 

Authors Data Sources for Landslide Susceptibility 

Map Production 

Jaboyedoff, M. et al. [22] Lidar 

Colesanti, C. and Wasowski, J. [23] SAR 

Chen, W. et al. [24] Lidar 

Weirich, F. and Blesius, L. [25] Satellite and Air Photo 

 

Table 2.2. Use of different methods for landslide susceptibility map production in the 

literature 

Authors Methods for Landslide 

Susceptibility Map 

Production 

Authors Methods for Landslide 

Susceptibility Map 

Production 

Nefeslioglu, H. 

A. et al. [6] 

Artificial Neural Network Sevgen, E. et 

al. [10] 

Logistic regression, 

Artificial Neural Network  

and Random Forest 

Yao, X. et al. 

[26], Brenning, 

A. [27] 

Support Vector Machine Pradhan, B. 

[28] 

Decision Tree, Support 

Vector Machine and 

Neuro-Fuzzy Models 
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Yesilnacar, E. 

and Topal, T. 

[29] 

Logistic Regression and 

Neural Networks 

Pradhan, B. 

and Lee, S. 

[30] 

Artificial Neural Networks, 

Frequency Ratio and 

Logistic Regression 

Lee, S. et al. 

[31] 

Artificial Neural Network Pourghasemi, 

H. R. et al. [32] 

Fuzzy Logic and AHP 

Yalcin, A. [33] AHP and Bivariate 

Statistics 

Yalcin, A. et al. 

[34] 

Frequency Ratio, AHP, 

Bivariate Statistics and 

Logistics Regression 

 

2.2. Flood Susceptibility Mapping 

Producing flood susceptibility maps is also important for disaster management 

like landslides. Many methods are used in the literature for the production of FS maps. 

Similar to LS map production, AHP [19-21], SVM [36-37], decision tree [37-38], LR 

[39-40], random forest [40-41], entropy, statistical index, and weighting factor [42] and 

neuro-fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS) [43] methods are used for this purpose. Besides, 

when the methods were used as hybrids, it was mentioned that the precision of the results 

is adequate [36]. Although the parameters used in the above studies are similar to those 

used in the creation of LS maps (e.g. slope, topographic wetness index (TWI), stream 

power index (SPI), and lithology), parameters like sediment transport index, flood 

accumulation, normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), rainfall, distance to the 

river are also included. 

As discussed in the study of Tehrany et al. [37], the contribution of each parameter 

to the accuracy of the method is different. In the study, it was observed that not every data 

added to the dataset increased the precision, and some elements (e.g. geology and slope) 

were highly correlated. Also, different methods were found to achieve the highest 

accuracy results on different datasets. 

It is possible to reach accurate and precise results with study areas including basin 

in FS maps. In the study of Sozer et al. [21], FS map was generated with the M-AHP 

method with similar parameters (i.e. flow accumulation, slope gradient, elevation, 

distances to permanent river and dry drainage, land cover, TWI, and lithology). This map 

also covers the study area of this thesis. For this reason, this map was used in this thesis 
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to reach accurate results. A general overview of the literature on flood susceptibility 

mapping methods is given in Table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3. Use of different methods for flood susceptibility map production in the 

literature 

Authors Methods for Flood 

Susceptibility Map 

Production 

Authors Methods for Flood 

Susceptibility Map 

Production 

Sozer et al. [19-

21] 

M-AHP Hong, H. et al. 

[36]  

Logistic Regression, 

Random Forest  and 

Support Vector 

Machines 

Tehrany, M. et 

al. [37] 

Support Vector Machine, 

Decision Tree 

Khosravi, K. 

[38] 

Decision Tree 

Tien Bui, D. et 

al. [39] 

 Logistic Regression Chapi, K. et al. 

[40] 

Logistic Regression, 

Random Forest 

Lee, S. et al. 

[41] 

Random Forest Khosravi, K. 

et al. [42] 

Entropy, Statistical 

Index, and Weighting 

Factor 

Razavi Termeh, 

S. V. et al. [43] 

Neuro-Fuzzy Inference 

Systems (ANFIS) 

  

 

2.3. Multi-hazard Susceptibility Assessment 

Cities are affected by various disasters. Risk estimation should be made precisely 

to control the possible impacts of future disasters. It is also important to evaluate more 

than one disaster risk that has the potential to occur in a region. For this purpose, MHS 

assessment models can be created with different methods.  Furthermore, more efficient 

results are obtained by using multilayered information in disaster management [44]. 

Susceptibility maps can be created with several methods by using different parameters. 
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Using one of these methods, AHP, the weight ratios of each disaster are decided by the 

professionals [45-47]. Achieving hazard, exposure, vulnerability, and risk outcomes is 

another method as a result of the gradual analysis of all parameters that cause natural risks 

[48]. Mukhopadhyay et al. [49], on the other hand, used the multi-criteria decision 

analysis (MCDA) method in generating the multi-hazard susceptibility map, although 

similar inputs were used (multiple and non-homogeneous). The sensitivity of the 

parameters weighted by experts is considered important and it was declared that this 

situation increased the precision of the outcomes in all studies.  In Chen et al. [50], each 

type of hazard was analyzed in four scenarios. Injuries caused by the per disaster were 

calculated separately. Then three features were multiplied by the multiplication method 

(quantity and the spatial likelihood of components at danger and physical resistance). The 

impact of each type of disaster was found comparable to these outcomes. 

According to Ehlen and Vargas [51], while evaluating disaster risks collectively, 

one should also consider social and economic aspects. As an integrated risk assessment 

of China, four classes of determinants, i.e. population exposed to many hazards, economic 

susceptibility, the coping power of management and social infrastructure and adaptation 

power to future natural disasters was used to create China’s disaster risk index [52].  

Additionally, risk exposure and risk injury were examined as an exposure parameter. In 

the study of Tian et al. [53], the extent of the parameters was enlarged. The resilience of 

the society to disaster risks was measured by using multiple linear regression method. 

Also, the researchers suggested that this method can be improved with expert data and 

entropy. In other studies, it has been stated that these parameters may be insufficient for 

multi-hazard assessment and the regions where natural disasters occur should be 

examined by adding human actions [54-55]. In addition, it is thought that the climate 

characteristics of the area should be included in the assessment of multiple natural 

disasters [44,55]. 

It has been proposed to use an algorithm based on overlapping each risk value and 

possible interactivity between hazards when operating with restricted data [56]. Potential 

multi-hazard risks were calculated for each combination by using matrix that shows risk 

combinations and potential interactions between risks with this algorithm. The use of the 

MmhRisk ‐ HI (Model for multi-hazard Risk assessment with a consideration of Hazard 

Interaction) mechanism, which consists of two principal elements, is another multi-hazard 

susceptibility assessment method [57]. The primary element is the analysis of the 
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relations in disaster, other disasters and their surroundings. The level of relationship 

between disasters (independent, parallel etc.) is used in multiple hazard existence 

probability with using special functions in this element. The secondary element is 

probable injuries and destruction rate computed using the Bayesian network method. The 

use of a completely probabilistic multi-hazard risk (MHR) model is another approach 

[58]. In this approach, annual mean and max loss rates were computed using stochastic 

case collections. According to Micu et al. [59], quantitative MHR assessment with 

regions at risk, exposures, and vulnerabilities) became prominent to make regional multi‐

hazard risk assessments. As another quantification strategy mentioned by Tilloy et al. 

[60], the relationship between natural disasters was examined in two contexts. These are 

called cascading hazards and compound hazards created by stochastic, empirical, 

mechanistic methods. Yet, according to the study, it is mentioned that mechanistic and 

stochastic techniques have some limitations (e.g. analytical uncertainties, data quality) 

within the framework of multi-hazard assessment. 

Evaluating various disaster risks collectively and predicting possible hazards in 

cities can be beneficial for city planners to prioritize their decisions and control risks and 

possible losses in the more appropriate approach [54,61-63]. In some studies, although 

the consequences of the hazards in the cities were analyzed separately, a quantitative 

strategy was required in the collective evaluation of hazards (e.g. [61,64]).  Comparing 

natural disasters collectively with a quantitative method rather than forming a visual 

comparison of disasters one by one gives more precise outcomes. In addition to the quality 

of the data, choosing the right parameters and weighting them correctly has great 

importance. However, according to Kappes et al. [65], another important point is 

choosing the right method (i.e. qualitative, semi-quantitative, or quantitative methods) 

according to the objectives. In this context, in another study, the results of MHR 

assessment were achieved by applying the theory of probability and Boolean logic 

methods on different combinations of hazard risks [66].  

Besides all these methods, machine learning (ML) methods used in many fields 

are appropriate for multi-hazard risk evaluation. In the study of Liu et al. [67], the multi-

hazard analysis was performed by combining hazard maps created with the random forest 

method. The results of the model have a considerably high accuracy rate, which supports 

the use of ML methods for this purpose. TOPSIS namely Technique for Order of 

Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution was also applied as a multi-criteria decision-
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making model [68]. In this study, similarity indexes were created for each disaster and 

multiple hazard maps were produced. In Reference [69], the TOPSIS technique was 

combined with Mahalanobis distance and simple additive weight (SAW) techniques. 

Although the use of the TOPSIS method in susceptibility map production causes criticism 

due to operating with just a geometric distance, it has also been observed that it produces 

more explicit outcomes than some methods. 

Some researches using multi-criteria decision-making methods have also been 

conducted. Use of SWARA namely Stepwise Weight Assessment Ratio Analysis and 

ANFIS namely Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System technique, a fuzzy inference system 

namely FIS, is an example of this use [70]. The weighted overlay analysis method was 

used as another method for the analysis of hazard maps collectively [49]. Besides, the use 

of fuzzy models has made many operations possible. In the study of Araya-Munoz et al. 

[71], the correlations between parameters were examined applying the gamma fuzzy 

overlay model. There are many methods for combined assessment of natural disaster risks 

and each method has many difficulties [72]. The multi-hazard assessment, which has a 

great role in disaster management, was produced in this study using the Mamdani fuzzy 

inference algorithm. A general overview of the literature on multi-hazard susceptibility 

mapping methods is given in Table 2.4. 

 

Table 2.4. Use of different methods for flood susceptibility map production in the 

literature. 

Authors Methods for Multi-

Hazard Susceptibility 

Map Production 

Authors Methods for Multi-

Hazard Susceptibility 

Map Production 

Bathrellos, G.  et 

al. [45], 

Skilodimou, H. et 

al. [46], Bani-

Mustafa, T. [47] 

AHP Mukhopadhyay, 

A. et al. [49] 

Multi-Criteria 

Decision Analysis 

(MCDA), Weighted 

Overlay 

Chen, L. et al. [50] Multiplication Method Tian, C. et al. [53] Multiple Lineer 

Regression Model 
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Barrantes, G. [56] Overlapping Liu, B. et al. [57] MmmhRisk - HI 

Tilloy, A. et al. 

[60] 

Mechanistic and 

Stochastic Methods 

Omidvar, B. and 

Karimi,H. [66] 

Boolean Logic Method 

Liu, K. et al. [67] Random Forest Mirzaei, G. et al. 

[68] 

TOPSIS 

Sheikh, V. et al. 

[69] 

TOPSIS+Mahalanobis 

Distance and SAW 

Pourghasemi, H. 

R. et al. [70] 

SWARA, ANFIS, FIS 

Araya-Munoz, D. 

et al. [71] 

Gamma Fuzzy Overlay 

Model 
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3. STUDY AREA AND INPUT DATASETS 

3.1. The Study Area 

Urban sprawl is one of the main problems for urbanization nowadays. As a 

developing country, Turkey is suffering from urban sprawl. Mamak District is positioned 

in the east part of Ankara, Turkey and subjected to rapid urban transformation. As can be 

seen in the 2023 Master Plan of Ankara (Figure 3.1), Mamak area is the one part of the 

urban sprawl of Ankara like Etimesgut, Gölbaşı, Pursaklar, Sincan etc. [73] Almost 640 

thousand people live in this region [74]. Mamak has an important part of the essential 

technical infrastructure in the city. Close proximity to the railway, highway and other 

transportation options makes this part of the city a development focus. In addition to the 

transportation infrastructure, east part of Mamak is used for the recreational purpose in 

Bayındır Dam. There were some landslides and flooding in some part of the Mamak 

District and it is known that other parts of the district are also prone to both landslides 

and flooding. For instance, the flood event occurred in Boğaziçi Neighborhood, Mamak 

as a result of precipitation on May 5, 2018. Many people injured and many property 

damages occurred (Figure 3.2) [75]. As mentioned by the Ankara Chamber of Civil 

Engineers, the Hatip Stream region, which is flooded is the region where the flood caused 

the most casualties of the history [75]. Also, the landslide event that took place in 

Cengizhan Neighborhood on November 1, 2014, is one of the cases of landslide in 

Mamak (Figure 3.3). Landslide formation was observed in the same neighborhood 

between 2011 and 2012 [76]. As mentioned by the Chamber of Geological Engineers, the 

area was not prepared for the landslide hazard considering the settlement characteristics, 

which could even trigger the landslide [77].   In addition, Mamak Urban Transformation 

Plan is involving these areas. Study area was selected by considering these conditions 

(Figure 3.4). The region covers 30 km2. The min elevation is 924 m and max elevation is 

1284 m. 
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Figure 3.1.  Master Plan of Ankara, 2023 [73]. 

 

 

Figure 3.2.  Flood event in Boğaziçi Neighborhood on May 5, 2018 [75]. 
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Figure 3.3.  Landslide event occured in Cengizhan Neighborhood on Nov 1, 2014 [76]. 

 

 

Figure 3.4.  The research site and a general view of the Sentinel‐2 image (top left 

coordinates : 32°56′51.372″ E, 39°56′27.108″ N; bottom right coordinates: 33°0′57.578″ 

E, 39°53′41.689″ N). 
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3.2. Input Datasets  

General Directorate of Mapping (GDM), Turkey provided a DTM that has a 5‐m 

resolution. Some topographical parameters and derivatives i.e. altitude, slope gradient, 

curvatures (general, plan and profile), TWI, SPI, distances to channels and ridgelines 

were acquired from the DEM. On March 23rd, 2019, Sentinel‐2 imagery was acquired 

from the ESA Copernicus Open Access Hub [78]. This imagery is used for classification 

of LULC using the random forest (RF) method, one of the supervised classification 

methods. The WebGIS portal of the General Directorate of Mineral Research and 

Exploration (GDMRE/MTA), Turkey [79] provides lithology data freely. It was digitized 

into vector form and transformed into a raster form with 5‐m resolution. LULC created 

from the Sentinel-2 imagery with a 10-m resolution has also been resampled to the 5-m 

resolution. The reason for this is to ensure that the input parameters of the susceptibility 

map to be created with the LR technique have the same features. The input resources and 

spatial resolutions are given in Table 3.1. The extents of actual landslides comprising 

approximately 2000 grid points were drawn manually by the specialist to compute the LR 

coefficients using a digital terrain model and the Sentinel-2 images. 

 

Table 3.1. Characteristics of inputs. 

 

FACTORS 

 

DATA ORIGIN/METHOD 

 

GSD* 

Geomorphology DEM 5m 

LULC Generated with Sentinel-2 

image classification with RF 

10m (upsampled to 5m) 

Lithology MTA Yerbilimleri Web 

Portal 

5 m 

LS Map Generated with LR 5 m 

FS Map Received from prior studies 

of Sozer et al. [19,20] 

5 m 

* GSD: Ground Sampling Distance 
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3.2.1. Digital Terrain Model 

Topographic features of a basin are an important resource for understanding the 

hydrological and geomorphological processes of the region [80]. The most important 

resource used to perform the analysis of the topography is the DEM, which is a digital 

terrain model (DTM) here. The DTM with 5-m resolution was constituted by GDM with 

the airborne photogrammetric flight and was used as topographic data source in this study. 

 

3.2.2. Sentinel-2 Imagery 

The Sentinel-2 is an multi-band ground observation satellite launched and 

operated by the European Space Agency [78]. The RGB bands has 10m GSD and high 

transition frequency [81]. Although the repetition of moving through the same orbit is 5 

days, the number of viewing the same place again is superior in connection with 

overlapping orbits (Figure 3.5). These images were preferred because they are provided 

by ESA free of charge and have high spatial resolution and 13 spectral bands. It is also 

popularly used in natural hazard analyses [82]. 

 

Figure 3.5. Sentinel-2 Coverage Map [81]. 

 

3.2.3. Lithology 

The lithology classes are remarkably essential for natural hazard analysis like 

LULC and DTM [83]. The geological characteristics of the area can be examined with 
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the lithological descriptions. Durableness and transmissivity of rocks and soils can be 

affected with the lithological and structural differences in general [84]. The lithology data 

was provided by the Yerbilimleri portal of MTA. Five classes located in the study area 

are given in Figure 3.6, and their specifications are given in detail in Table 3.2.  A raster 

dataset with 5-m resolution was generated by converting this vector map. 

 

Figure 3.6. Lithology classes in the research boundary [79] 

 

Table 3.2. Common specifications of lithologies [79] 

AGE DESCRIPTION 

Quaternary Alluviums 

Pliocene Terrigenous clastics 
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Early – Middle Miocene Lacustrine deposites and volcanites 

Permo - Triassic Clastics and carbonates 

Late Paleozoic-Tirassic Schist, phyllite, marble, metabazite etc. 

 

3.2.4. Flood Susceptibility Map 

Figure 3.7 shows the FS map belonging to the metropolitan region of Ankara. It was 

received from prior studies of Sozer et al. [19,20]. In this research, the M-AHP method 

[21] based on analytical hierarchy is used for generating FS map using diverse parameters 

like topographical parameters (flow accumulation, slope, topographic altitude,etc.), land 

cover, and lithology parameters. In the M-AHP method, each parameter has weights in 

reference to expert evaluation and the rates of the scores define priorities. Equal class 

intervals are used for classifying FS to five classes in Sozer et al. [19]. Since the LS map 

was composed in three classes in this thesis, the FS map was clipped and then reclassified 

into three classes with equal intervals. Figure 3.8 demonstrates the FS map of the study 

area. The FS map classes used for MHS assessment are defined as low, moderate and 

high. Statistics of the classification descriptions in Sozer et al. [19] and new classification 

are given in histograms (Figure 3.9). 
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Figure 3.7. FS map of Ankara [19] and the test site of this thesis (the quadrangular section 

at the eastern part). 
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Figure 3.8. FS map (revised version of Reference [19]).  

   

  

 

Figure 3.9. Histograms of FS for five categories (very low, low, moderate, high, very 

high) on the left and three categories (low, moderate, high) on the right. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 

4.1. Study Workflow  

The LR method is used for obtaining the LS map of the study zone by using LULC 

(generated from Sentinel‐2 satellite imagery), topographic derivatives (generated from 

DEM), and lithological data [4]. ESA serves Sentinel-2 images freely with 13 spectral 

bands at 10-20-60m GSDs. They are improved (orthorectified, L2A) geometrically and 

gathered annually over a wide geographic coverage by ESA [78]. In addition, the satellite 

constellation has a great transmittal rate [81]. For these reasons, it is extensively utilized 

in natural hazard assessment [82]. So, Sentinel-2 images were found useful for the 

production of the up-to-date land-use data. Sentinel-2 images can be easily processed with 

the Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP) Tool supplied by ESA. This makes Sentinel-2 

images suitable for urban planners with little remote sensing knowledge. The method 

used in producing the LS map required to be capable of processing non-numerical 

parameters like lithology types. In this case, the LR method is simpler and more 

convenient than other methods. In the LS maps created with this method, the probabilities 

are classified and examined as low, moderate and high. Landslide and flood susceptibility 

maps will be evaluated together under the MHS assessment model. The FS map was 

obtained from Sozer et al. [19]. Additively, the FS grouped under five levels from very 

low to very high were reclassified into three levels (i.e., low, moderate, and high) to be 

utilized as input in the MHS. The thesis workflow is described in Figure 4.1. Detailed 

information about inputs and methodologies is given in the lower parts of the headings. 
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Figure 4.1. The general workflow of the thesis. 

 

4.2. Preprocessing of Input Datasets 

4.2.1. Topographic Derivatives  

Regions are defined as some topographical attributes such as first and second 

derivatives of a digital terrain model for understanding the topography. Primary features 

like slope gradient, aspect, general curvature, etc. are determined by using altitude data 

while secondary features like stream power index and topographic wetness index are 

determined by using secondary derivatives of altitude data [80].  SAGA GIS [85] and 

ArcGIS [86] software were employed in this thesis for calculating topographic 

derivatives. Table 4.1 represents a statistical review of the altitude data and its derivatives. 
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Similar results were acquired for the actual landslide samples (approximately 2000 grid 

points) and are represented in Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.1. Statistics of topographic derivatives 

ATTRIBUTE NAME MIN MAX MEAN STD. DEV. 

Elevation (m) 924.1 1284.7 1032.2 62.8 

Slope (degree) 0.004 73.127 13.075 8.719 

Aspect (degree) 0 360 192.23 101.46 

General Curvature -1.25957 1.09325 -9.73E-05 0.05887 

Plan Curvature -0.09291 0.14917 4.56E-04 9.69E-03 

Profile Curvature -0.16431 0.16666 -5.05E-04 0.01107 

SPI 0 3315271.5 688.02 14974.51 

TWI 1.2776 22.1526 5.8651 2.1451 

Distance to Channel (m) 0.4 561.9 84.2 73.8 

Distance to Ridgeline (m) 0.0 229.9 33.0 26.5 

 

Table 4.2. Statistics of topographic derivatives in the landslide inventory 

ATTRIBUTE NAME MIN MAX MEAN STD. DEV. 

Elevation (m) 934.4 1050.4 986.5 30.7 

Slope (degree) 0.560 39.793 20.171 7.949 

Aspect (degree) 0.64 359.59 233.03 80.38 

General Curvature -0.369 0.388 -0.0094 0.0943 

Plan Curvature -0.0717 0.0493 -0.00418 0.0187 
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Profile Curvature -0.05139 0.04435 -0.00454 0.0139 

SPI 0.362 9091.607 319.292 814.8529 

TWI 2.2736 15.33 5.197 1.719 

Distance to Channel (m) 0.4 142.3 44.1 40.7 

Distance to Ridgeline (m) 0.0 50.4 15.7 10.9 

 

4.2.1.1. Landslide Inventory 

The landslide inventory prepared as vector polygons was rasterized in with 5-m 

grid spacing to use in the LR model estimation process. The landslides identified in the 

field transpired in schists and volcanic units, which are very responsive to weathering and 

landslides. The principal features of the landslides were orbicular, and the deepness of 

collapsed covers was examined by the density of weathered regions. Besides, the 

destruction of the constructions in the study field was discerned, and it is known that the 

main reason for the destruction is the landslides. Yet, it is difficult to specify the 

boundaries of the landslides because of the urbanization on the downslopes. Landslide 

inventory drawn by the red polygons are given in Figure 11.  

 

4.2.1.2. Altitude  

Altitude demonstrates range and measurements of the elevation in the site [87]. 

The altitude indicates the roughness of a surface and affects the abrasive processes, 

accordingly it is used in the production of landslide susceptibility maps [88]. The altitudes 

are given in Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4.2. The elevations and the landslide inventory (red polygons). 

 

4.2.1.3. Slope and Aspect 

A measure of the variety in height rate is expressed as a slope gradient [87] (Figure 

12). In this study, slope gradients are used for making a connection between changes in 

the topography and landslide formation. Landslide risk increases in regions with high 

slopes (exceed 20°) [89].  

 The aspect is calculated as the path of the most perpendicular descending line.  It 

is computed clockwise originating from North. Aspect values define 360° in the East, 

270° in the South, 180° in the West, and 90° in North. Slope directions (north, south, etc.) 

can be linked with the affection rate of the landslides [87]. Aspect is associated with 

parameters that can control the formation of landslides such as precipitation, wind effect 

and exposure to sunlight [89]. Figure 4.3 shows the aspect map of the test site.  
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Figure 4.3. The slope and aspect maps. 

 

4.2.1.4. Topographic Curvatures 

The general curvature reflects the overall change in slope and aspect and shown 

in the Figure 4.4. Also, general curvatures can be examined separately as a planimetric 

and profile curvatures. The slope change along the contour lines generates the planimetric 

component and the rate of change in the slope gradient shapes generates profile 

component [87]. Figure 4.5 shows the plan and profile curvatures in the site. Surface 

concavity indicates that curvatures are negative, and the surface convexity indicates that 

curvatures are positive and surface flatness indicates that curvatures are zero [90]. The 

curvature rates describe the morphology of the topography. The effect of the curvature 

(concave, convex, flat) ratios of the surface and the accumulation of water on the surface, 

by considering the changes in slope and aspect, was provided with this parameter [91]. 

Also, most landslides are observed in flat and concave regions [88].  
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Figure 4.4. General curvature map. 

  

Figure 4.5. Plan and profile curvatures maps. 

 

4.2.1.4. SPI and TWI 

SPI shows the rate of the corrosive power of the floating water [92] and denotes 

potentiality of sediments' erosion power, thus, it is efficient for LS assessment [93] 

(Figure 4.6). This factor displays flow conditions with a moderate level of abrasion 

concerning the sudden alterations in topography and steep slopes [88]. SPI is calculated 

using the flowing formula [87]: 

 

𝑆𝑃𝐼 =  𝐴𝑠 × tan 𝛽                                 (1) 

Where; 
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𝐴𝑠 = specific catchment area  

𝛽 = slope in degree. 

 

Place and extent of the water-saturated regions are expressed as TWI in the 

topographical sense [80] (Figure 4.6). The infiltration of water into the material causes 

both pore water pressures in the material to increase and the strength of the material to 

decrease [88]. TWI is calculated using the flowing formula [87]: 

 

𝑇𝑊𝐼 = ln(𝐴𝑠 tan 𝛽)⁄                                      (2) 

Where; 

 𝐴𝑠 = specific catchment area 

𝛽 = slope in degree. 

 

 

Figure 4.6. SPI map and TWI maps. 

 

4.2.1.5. Breakline Proximity (Channels and Ridges) 

The orthogonal distances to channels are used to notice landslides that happened 

near to a channel are detected with this parameter.  DTM is used for computing vertical 

distances to the channel networks [94]. The channel proximity parameter had been 

evaluated in terms of its ability to affect stability negatively by eroding the surface or 

saturating the slope, or both [89]. Landslide occurrence possibility and distance to the 

ridgelines have a negative correlation for the same reason [90]. Flow direction and stream 
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network parameters were used for ridge computation. Then the distances to the ridgelines 

were calculated. Euclidean distance to both channels and ridgelines were produced by 

FME Software. Both distance maps to the ridgelines and channels are presented in Figure 

4.7. 

 

Figure 4.7.  Proximity to channels and ridgelines. 

 

4.3. Image Classification with Random Forest Method  

LULC data's currency and accuracy is necessary for natural hazard assessment 

and hazard reduction purposes. Sentinel-2 images with 10-m GSD was used to generate 

LULC data in this study. 13 bands of Sentinel-2 satellite images were used for 

classification and the contributions of bands other than RGB bands was found very little. 

This situation varies depending on the site characteristics. The other bands have the 

potential to provide advantages for other study areas with different characteristics. In this 

thesis, RGB bands are processed using SNAP software to obtain seven LULC classes. 

Training data on the images were collected for supervised classification. RF method was 

used for this purpose. A cluster of decision trees generated by using trainings and 

variables for image classification using the RF method [95]. Pixels that have maximum 

rates from all trees are classified in the decision trees. Many ML methods are used for 

image classification but RF has importance among these because of its higher accuracy 

on image classification [96-99]. Furthermore, as argued in Lim et al. [100], the RF method 
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is useful with high accuracy on Sentinel-2 images. The numbers of trees and variables are 

the main parameters for the RF classifier [101]. 

 Image classification was performed by building 10 trees and using 2077 training 

samples on three bands, i.e. RGB and processed GLCM-ASM (Gray-Level Co-

Occurrence Matrix Angular Second Moment) in this study. The Gray Level Co-

occurrence Matrix (GLCM), which shows the measure of surface textures, improved 

classification accuracy. There were industrial areas and roads that had similar brightness 

values in the satellite image with only RGB bands. Therefore, industry areas were 

classified under the heading road/rail networks/associated land. As suggested by Stumpf 

and Kerle [102], GLCM values were computed in all directions and used to improve 

classification accuracy. Among the GLCM parameters, Angular Second Moment (ASM) 

parameter had a visible contribution to the determination of industrial areas in this study.  

 

4.4. LS Map Generation with LR Method  

Several mathematical and ML techniques can be utilized for LS map generation. In the 

literature, there are numerous research on the estimation of LS using LR (e.g., References 

[103–108]). Multivariate LR was chosen to produce the LS pattern in the test site. 

Because of its fast and precise working potential for the LS assessment, LR is one of the 

analytical models used to predict the potential landslide zones in this study [9, 90, 109]. 

LR is working with dependent and independent variables. A binary map that describes 

landslide potential is used as dependent variable [92]. Generated landslide conditioning 

factors like elevation data, slope, LULC, lithology, etc. were used as independent 

variables. The correlation between dependent and independent variables using landslide 

inventory and non-landslide samples chosen at random was analyzed for the potential risk 

estimation in the LR model. The logistic regression model is computed with equations 

(3) and (4). 

 

𝑌𝑖 =  𝛽0  + 𝛽1 𝑋𝑖                                                                             (3) 

𝑃𝑖 =  (𝑌 = 1|𝑋𝑖 ) = 1 (1 + 𝑒−𝑌𝑖)⁄                                                                    (4) 

 Where; 

Yi describes the dependent variable,  
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Xi describes the independent variables,  

β0 is a constant,  

βi presents the i‐th regression coefficient,  

Pi is the probability of the presence of landslides [90].  

 

In the literature, many studies like Vorpahl et al.’s [110] and Park et al.’s [111] 

worked on creating LS maps using similar factors as here, and it is concluded that the 

most precise method was LR compared with other methods. Here, the LS map of the 

whole site was produced after determining LR model, which were computed with samples 

having 1:2 ratio. In other words, approximately 2000 grid points were used for landslides 

and approximately 4000 grid points were used for non-landslides. 

 

4.5. MHS Assessment  

Mamdani Fuzzy Algorithm (MFA) [112] is used for creating a MHS assessment 

map by combining flood and landslide susceptibility maps. "if-then" rules are used for 

resolving complicated problems to defeat uncertainties in this method. Mamdani Fuzzy 

Inference System (Mamdani FIS) has four stages called fuzzification, rule evaluation, 

aggregation, and defuzzification [112]. Provided crisp inputs are used for generating crisp 

outputs by using a fuzzy set theory in FIS [113]. In the literature, there are various 

research about the general structure of a Mamdani FIS (i.e., References [114–117]). An 

integrated tool was produced for the development of a Mamdani FIS for Netcad Software, 

Netcad, Ankara, Turkey by Osna et al. [117]. The Mamdani fuzzy logic [118] operator in 

Netcad was used to evaluate both susceptibilities to generate MHS. The MFA was 

handled for LS mapping in the literature [116-117,119]. Yet, LS and FS maps are 

combined to get a MHS map in the current study as an initial attempt. 

The multi‐hazard susceptibility level (MHSL) is acquired from MFA that uses LS 

and FS maps as an input. A fuzzy model is produced by applying expert knowledge in 

the framework of linguistic rules. Figure 4.8 shows the membership functions and 

fuzzification stage of the system. Each input and output have three membership functions 

(low, moderate, and high) in the Mamdani FIS here. The membership degree is stated in 

the y-axes of the graphs, and the susceptibility levels are indicated in the x-axes. The 
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susceptibility levels change for landslide (between 0-1) and flood (between 8-66). 

Numerous techniques have been used for membership value assignment in previous 

researches, such as intuition, rank-ordering, angular fuzzy sets, genetic algorithms, 

inductive reasoning, soft partitioning, etc. (e.g., References [120–122]). A generic 

approach is used here to decide membership functions. Two inputs and one output are 

used for the constructed fuzzy model with three membership functions in this study.  In 

addition, the fuzzification of crisp numbers and the membership degree of each crisp input 

were measured in this step. Developing the rule evaluation (linguistic if-then rules) is one 

of the key points of a Mamdani FIS. Prof. Dr. Candan Gökçeoğlu produced the if-then 

rules as the expert. This enabled the rules to be written without the need for extensive 

research. A total of 9 rules were created by the expert and shown in Table 4.3. The 

collection of all results from fuzzy rules triggered in the rule evaluation stage was used 

for creating the final fuzzy output of the model [117]. In the Mamdani FIS formed in this 

study (Figure 4.9), the max. operator was analyzed for aggregation, as recommended by 

Reference [117]. Lastly, defuzzification was done using the center of gravity. The LS and 

FS maps were employed for operating the Mamdani FIS formed. The MHSL map are 

shown in the next section. 

 

Figure 4.8. The membership functions of LS (on the left) and FS (on the right). The x- 

and y-axes show the susceptibility level interval and the degree of membership, 

respectively. 

 

Table 4.3. Rule evaluation stage (if-then fuzzy rules) of the MHSL assessment. 

RULE NO. RULE 

1 If (LS is high) and (FS is high), then (MHSL level is high) 

2 If (LS is high) and (FS is moderate), then (MHSL is high) 
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3 If (LS is high) and (FS is low), then (MHSL is high) 

4 If (LS is moderate) and (FS is high), then (MHSL is high) 

5 If (LS is moderate) and (FS is moderate), then (MHSL is high) 

6 If (LS is moderate) and (FS is low), then (MHSL is moderate) 

7 If (LS is low) and (FS is high), then (MHSL is high) 

8 If (LS is low) and (FS is moderate), then (MHSL is moderate) 

9 If (LS is low) and (FS is low), then (MHSL is low) 

 

 

Figure 4.9. Overall framework of the Mamdani FIS constructed.  
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5. RESULTS 

5.1. Image Classification Results 

The LULC result obtained by SNAP software is shown in Figure 5.1. This 

classification includes seven important classes for urban land-use planning. Table 5.1 

shows the dispersion of the training samples to the seven classes. The cross-validation 

technique was applied for the accuracy assessment of classification and results show that 

the true prediction rate, the classification accuracy, and the Kappa value are 93.73%, 

92.01%, and 97.13% as shown in Table 5.1. While performing the classification, SNAP 

software automatically performed cross-validation according to internally defined rates. 

GLCM-ASM parameter increases the classification accuracies of all bands (Table 5.1). 

Although industrial units seem like have the same and high accuracy for both forms, it 

was mainly beneficial for separating the roads and the industrial units as a class. 

 

   

Figure 5.1. LULC map as a result of the image classification. 
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Table 5.1. Classification accuracy of the image classification with Random Forest method 

 

 

Land Use 

 

Number Of 

Training 

Samples 

Classification 

Accuracy (Cross-

Validation)  

(With GLCM-ASM) 

Classification Accuracy 

(Cross-Validation)  

(Without GLCM-ASM) 

Discontinuous Urban 

Fabric 

401 98.75% 94.01% 

Industrial Units 36 98.84% 98.94% 

Road and Rail 

Networks and 

Associated Land 

811 97.10% 94.4% 

Green Urban Areas 146 99.71% 97.88% 

Arable Land 325 98.75% 96.72% 

Pasture and 

Herbaceous 

Vegetation 

125 98.65% 96.14% 

Water Bodies 233 99.81% 99.71% 

Overall 2077 93.73% 83.11% 

Kappa Coefficient  97.13% 93.68% 

 

5.2. The Landslide Susceptibility Results 

Figure 5.2 shows the LS map created here. Notwithstanding that the values of 

landslide accruing possibility changed between 1%–99% (i.e., from 0–1, the LS 

membership chart as given in Figure 4.8), equal interval classification was used for 

reclassifying values into three groups (low, moderate, and high) for clear understanding. 

They were also employed in the MFA. Current LS notably in the west of the study site 

was proved in this map. Expert opinions about the field confirm the outputs of the study. 

For a better understanding of precision on the LS map, an accuracy assessment of 

the output was evaluated. The implemented methods, data quality, the number of inputs, 

and the strategy for map production had an impact on the accuracy of the output [84]. 
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Figure 5.3 shows the accuracy with the ROC curve, an indicator of the used model's 

success on classification [123]. As it is understood from the curve, the LS map generated 

in this thesis exhibits 96% accuracy. 

As mentioned in the previous section on the LS Map Generation with the LR 

Method, the regression coefficients were calculated for each parameter. The regression 

coefficients show the relationship between the parameters and the landslide formations 

[90]. The regression coefficients obtained for each landslide conditioning parameter are 

given in Table 5.2. According to the Table, while there is a positive correlation between 

slope, aspect, general curvature, plan curvature, SPI, TWI and LULC parameters that 

have positive landslide susceptibility values and landslide occurrence, there is a negative 

correlation between altitude, profile curvature, lithology and distance to channels and 

ridgelines parameters that have negative landslide susceptibility values and landslide 

occurrence. 

 

Figure 5.2. LS map obtained in this thesis.  
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Figure 5.3. ROC curves of the LS map. 

 

Table 5.2. Regression coefficients of the landslide conditioning parameters. 

Parameters Altitude Slope Aspect General 

Curvature 

Plan 

Curvature 

Profile 

Curvature 

Regression 

Coefficients 

-0,0156 0,113 0,0043 0,346 0,329 -0,207 

Parameters Distance 

to 

Channels 

Distance  

to 

Ridgelines 

SPI TWI Lithology LULC 

Regression 

Coefficients 

-0,00497 -0,0353 0,0000

03 

0,0046 -0,156 0,0744 

 

5.3. Multi-Hazard Susceptibility Results 

Landslide and flood susceptibility maps were combined to form a multi-hazard map for 

the basis of urban planning. These two hazards affect each other and the flood event may 

trigger the landslide event. Thus, an effective methodology was recommended for 

combining several susceptibility maps in this study. The MHSL map, which was a result 

of the MFA, is generated (Figure 5.4). As an outcome, some of the hills and valleys in 

the study area suffer from high multi‐hazard potential. Figure 5.4 displays regions which 
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have high MHS to reduce the damages of natural hazards. Also, the distribution rate of 

the MHSL is given in the Table 5.3. This output should be examined correctly, and in the 

urban transformation periods, construction decisions should be made carefully. 

 

Figure 5.4. Multi‐hazard susceptibility level map produced in this thesis.  

 

Table 5.3. Distribution rates of the MHSL. 

Multi-Hazard Level Ratio 

Low 21% 

Moderate 67% 

High 12% 
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5.4. Elements at Risk 

Van Westen et al. [124] presented that further data needed for the evaluation of 

risk assessment involve elements at risk. Although these elements involve many factors 

(e.g. population, constructions, financial actions, municipal services, and utilities), as 

mentioned in the study, the most important elements are buildings, population, and 

infrastructure. This approach is also adopted in this thesis and it is aimed to calculate the 

percentages of the elements at hazard as a first attempt. 

 Therefore, the areas at high susceptibility were vectorized and superposed with 

the land use map created in this thesis (Figure 5.5). As a result of this overlay, the 

percentages of the elements at the highly susceptible areas is given in Table 5.4. As it is 

seen, the element at the highest risk is the road and rail networks and associated land one 

of the technical infrastructure elements. In addition, residential areas share 15% of the 

distribution is another element at risk that should be considered. In this regard, transport 

systems and settlements that are at multiple natural disaster risks are the points that should 

be given importance in urban projects. 

 

Figure 5.5. Multi‐hazard susceptibility level map produced in this thesis overlaid with the 

LULC.  
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Table 5.4. Distribution rates of the land use classes at high MHSL areas. 

Land Use Ratio 

Discontinuous Urban Fabric 15% 

Industrial Units 1% 

Road and Rail Networks and 

Associated Land 

38% 

Green Urban Areas 7% 

Arable Land 18% 

Pasture and Herbaceous Vegetation 21% 

Water Bodies 0% 

 

Also, vector drawings of the buildings and areas with the highest risk level in the 

study area were intersected to find out how many buildings are at the highest risk level. 

As a result, it was discovered that 2771 buildings are located in the area with the highest 

MHSL (Figure 5.6). The average number of households in the neighborhoods in the study 

area was calculated at 3.18 [125]. In this case, it was assumed that the number of 

households living in one building was 5, keeping the number low due to the presence of 

slum areas. According to the results, there are 44.058 people at high MHSL in the study 

area. Urban planning decisions to ensure the safety of life and property of these people 

should be taken by city planners. 
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Figure 5.6. Buildings at the high MHSL areas.  
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6. DISCUSSIONS 

6.1. Mamak Urban Transformation Plan 

Due to the urbanization upgrowth of Turkey, rural to urban migration is 

increasing. In general, domestic immigrants coming from the eastern part of the country 

to Ankara were settled in Mamak District. For this reason, there is an unplanned 

settlement structure consisting of slums in common [126]. This situation caused the need 

for planned urbanization and for this purpose, then the New Mamak Urban 

Transformation Project was created [127]. Figure 6.1 shows boundaries of different 

implementation stages of the New Mamak Urban Transformation Project [126].  

 

Figure 6.1. Boundaries of implementation stages of Mamak Urban Transformation Plan 

[126]  

 

Mamak Urban Transformation Plan includes 13 neighborhoods which are 

Derbent, Dostlar, Araplar, Köstence, Dutluk, Şirintepe, Yeşilbayır, Fahri Korutürk, 

Üreğil, Büyükkayaş, Küçükkayaş, Tepecik, Şahap Gürler. The aim of the project is 

explained as preventing slum building in Mamak, creating proper structures suitable for 

zoning and giving the city an aesthetic area [127]. There are 13.497 squatter houses in the 
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project area and 5.340 houses was already demolished. The study area includes 

Küçükkayaş, Yeşilbayır, Şahap Gürler, Büyükkayaş neighborhoods and some parts of 

Üreğil, Dostlar, Tepecik and Köstence neighborhoods. This project is planned to 

complete in 11 stages. (Figure 6.2) The total number of dwellings delivered at these 

stages, under construction or at the project approval stage has reached to the number 

5,150. In this direction, the production of 5,150 houses, 2,358 units in Stage 1, 1,181 in 

Stage 4, 1,150 in Stage 5, and 461 in Stage 6, has been completed [126]. Total population 

of the project area is 56.000 but it is planned to serve for 200.000 people. Yeşilbayır, 

which is a most populated neighborhood in Mamak, is located in the study area. This 

situation supports importance of resilient urban transformation plan need.  

 

Figure 6.2. Mamak Urban Transformation Plan [126] 

 

When the MHS assessment map produced in the study and project areas are 

superposed, it can be seen that the project includes most of the highly susceptible areas. 

Accordingly, the necessary measures should be taken in the new settlements' resistance 

to these risks. For instance, although there are few completed transformations within the 

study area, it was seen that most of the buildings are high-rise (14-15) when the completed 

project stages were reviewed (Figure 6.3). The durability of these houses in any disaster 

situation may need to be tested. 
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Figure 6.3. A completed stage of Mamak Urban Transformation Project [127]. 

 

According to Cutter [128], general concepts that should be calculated for 

community disaster resilience are examined under two headings as assets (economic, 

social, environmental, infrastructure) and capacities (social capital, community functions, 

connectivity, and planning). Yeşilbayır, Küçükkayaş and Dostlar districts located at the 

junction of risky areas and transformation should be examined within the framework of 

these headings.  

In general, areas belonging to the urban transformation project are at a moderate 

MHSL. Therefore, the locations of the buildings at risk in the existing project should be 

determined and the durability of these areas in the project result should be recalculated. 

The susceptible areas of this project need to be reviewed. 

 

6.2. 3D Models of Results 

For an exposition of the outcomes, 3D models of the DEM overlaid with the 

Sentinel‐2 image (Figure 6.4), the LS map (Figure 6.5), the FS map (Figure 6.6), and the 

MHSL map (Figure 6.7) were visualized with the QT Modeler tool [129]. 
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Figure 6.4. The digital terrain model that has a textured surface with the Sentinel-2 image. 

 

 

Figure 6.5. The DTM that has a textured surface with LS map (result of LR method). 

 

 

Figure 6.6. The digital terrain model that has a textured surface with the FS map. 
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There are some points to be considered in the urban transformation project. 

(Figure 6.7) For example, there is low LS, high FS and moderate-high MHS in the pink 

circle in Figure 6.7. As mentioned before, the current flood and landslide resistance of 

this transformation-completed area should be considered. 

There are many slums in the Mamak region. It is concluded that many of these are 

in the MHS areas. These areas are indicated by green circles in Figure 6.7. In these areas, 

it is more convenient to make agreements with property owners, to develop certain 

policies and to increase the use of urban green areas. Newly built buildings in this area 

(dark-blue circle in Figure 6.7) are also at risk. These areas should not be neglected 

relying on buildings' age and the conditions under which they are renovated should be 

examined. Another point that draws attention in this circled area is that Sağduyu Caddesi, 

which is a trading axis, is a completely at-risk area. The activity of the commercial area 

within the risk should also be examined. Another issue is the industrial area at risk (purple 

circle in Figure 6.7), as mentioned in the previous sections. 

 

 

Figure 6.7. The digital terrain model that has a textured surface with the MHSL map. The 

rings indicate significant focal spaces for urban planning in North-West and South 

Mamak as discussed before. 

 

Concerning the methodological approach applied in this thesis, the precision of 

the LR technique was found sufficient. Despite the small amount of training data, using 

two non-landslide pixels for every landslide pixel operated effectively. The MHSL map 

represented the objectives, and can be accepted as a basemap for some city planning 
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projects. The LR and M‐AHP methods used for LS and FS maps were valuable, and the 

MFA was powerful to determine the MHSL. 

 

6.3. Urban Risk Management 

While natural hazards are generally expressed as unpreventable, these hazards 

turn into disasters only when the coping mechanisms of the related communities are 

exceeded and these communities cannot manage the effects of disasters [130]. In Turkey, 

partial reasons for the excessive damages in natural disasters are the lack of integration 

between disaster and urban development laws [131-132]. Yet, in the past twenty years, 

the policies have not been limited to only post-disaster relief. So, this is the transition 

from a fatalist society to a self-relying society in urban planning. According to Balamir 

[133], while fatalist societies attach importance to post-disaster recovery strategies, 

improvement efforts, and crisis planning; risk societies attach importance to prevention 

strategies, preparatory works, and contingency planning. All of them are based on the 

awareness that efforts and investments will effectively serve to reduce losses in the event 

of any natural hazard. When both administration approaches are considered as important; 

and the risk management, emergency management, and post-disaster crisis management 

are evaluated together, the ability to cope with natural hazards also increases.  

With these changes, the research studies on determining the risks and possible 

losses before natural hazards; and systematically eliminating, reducing, and sharing the 

risks have come to the fore [134]. The risks posed by natural hazards can be avoided if 

the underlying causes of the events can be known and appropriate mitigation approaches 

can be implemented. This is called risk management (pre-disaster) rather than disaster 

management (post-disaster) [131]. In addition, risk management can be provided through 

urban mitigation plans. The main topics that can be used for effective risk management 

are avoidance, minimization, and sharing [131]. Briefly, the outputs produced in this 

thesis also have the potential to be used in the risk management phase. 

In the risk avoidance header, which is an important part of risk management, it is 

necessary to avoid the selection of areas under risk for settlement intentions, to determine 

the minimum distance to be avoided from points in high risk, and to make planning 

decisions by taking into account the triggering situations of disasters determined by multi-

hazard maps [131]. In short, the most important method of avoiding risk is making correct 
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land-use decisions. However, even if the risks are minimized with the implementation of 

these actions, the risks cannot be eliminated. In this case, it is necessary to move on to 

minimize the risk. Here, to minimize the risks, it is necessary to ensure the sufficiently 

robust design of the buildings, increase the on-site resistance of the buildings, or rejecting 

risks at source like flood-control reservoirs [131]. All these measures will ensure that 

sharing the effects of risk on society and funding for pre-disaster and post-disaster needs. 

The Mamak region is under enormous development pressure as part of urban 

sprawl. In this case, the evaluation of natural hazard susceptibility is essential in 

development plans made or to be made.  Steps that are taken to ensure risk management 

will contribute to the formation of more resilient urban parts. In summary, the areas under 

high natural hazard susceptibility determined by using the maps produced in the thesis 

can be evaluated in these stages and a connection can be established between disaster and 

development laws. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1. Conclusions 

A fuzzy model was produced to evaluate landslide and flood susceptibility maps 

collectively in this thesis. Another focus of this study in which many methods are used is 

to obtain actual LULC data to be employed in the generation of a LS map using Sentinel-

2 satellite images. This data was created by the Random Forest classification technique. 

The quality of the created LULC classes was increased by adding the GLCM-ASM 

parameter. With the contribution of the ASM parameter, the correct classification of roads 

and industrial areas has been ensured. As a result, the usability of Sentinel-2 satellite 

images in land use map generation in urban development areas was evaluated and found 

adequate for the purposes of the study. The extraction of topographic parameters required 

for the generation of LS maps was made using the high-resolution DEM. Production of 

LS map using topographic parameters, lithology data, and LULC data was completed 

with the LR method. FS map was obtained from the study of Sozer et al. [19-20]. MHS 

assessment was produced using these two susceptibility maps. MFA was used in the 

production of the MHSL map.  

 The principal complication faced throughout the research was the generation of a 

completely formed landslide inventory map because of the high urbanization level. Yet, 

a unified methodology was developed and featly implemented to produce the MHSL map.  

 In the international literature, the methodology developed in the thesis is the initial 

in the generation of MHS maps. The outcomes of combining landslide and flood 

susceptibility maps using the expert-based fuzzy inference method were highly favorable. 

Thesis results also demonstrate that Mamdani FIS is a proper method for MHS 

assessment. Yet, an appropriate methodology is not existent for the accuracy assessment 

of MHS maps. Since this was foreseen at the beginning of the study, the study zone was 

chosen from a small and well-recognized region. As a result, the ultimate map was 

evaluated with expert knowledge. 

Consequently, the fuzzy algorithm introduced for MHS assessment has an 

adaptable and simple working principle. Therefore, if further data is acquired, this model 

can be effortlessly modified and reconfigured.  
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It has been observed that the planning decisions to be made depending on the 

multi-hazard susceptibility map produced in this thesis can contribute to risk 

management. Percentages of the elements in high exposure were calculated, the number 

of structures and population were estimated.  It was observed that the decision making 

processes of the governments in risk avoidance and mitigation activities will accelerate 

with these outcomes. The results can be used to form the decisions to be taken in 1/1000 

and 1/5000 scale master plans within the concept of urban resilience, which are 

remarkably important for city planning. 

Although it is necessary to know the existing construction and land use conditions 

in detail in order to determine the risk rank in the hazardous areas, generally the following 

stages need to be carried out;  

 to determine the resilience of the infrastructure (transportation, 

communication, etc.) and to improve it in case of deficiency,  

 to create alternative transportation/access options for possible hazards,  

 to make road network improvements and expansions,  

 to examine the vulnerability level of the population by making detailed 

examinations on buildings and repositioning them 

temporarily/permanently or minimizing the effects of risk for that 

population by making on-site improvements,  

 to determine the drafts on growth and displacement/selection of large areas 

such as industrial areas,  

 to carry out fund, worker and material planning,  

 if risky areas are not in the built environment, to use of building designs 

that will ensure the resistance of the structures to possible hazards in case 

of any construction, or to use these areas as open spaces, 

 if risky areas are in the built environment, to test the durability of the 

buildings with different parameters and to strengthen the buildings on-site, 

or to reposition the households and providing the required urban 

transformations without harming the households socially or economically, 
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 to re-evaluate the open and green areas and increase this type of use in 

risky areas,  

 to reassess the decisions in the urban transformation plan within the 

framework of urban resilience etc. 

All these actions can be developed, modified, and regulated by city planners by 

examining multi-hazards and city structures together in a specific area. It is not possible 

to argue about precise decisions at this stage, because no structure-based information 

about the area has been collected. 

 

7.2. Future Works 

Urban planning decisions should be made very accurately in areas at high risk in 

the MHSL map. Development in the existing urban transformation plan should be 

evaluated accordingly or, if feasible, the construction in these areas should be minimized 

and loss of life and property should be abstained. Maps created with this aspect are likely 

to be used in city planning. In the plans used by these maps as a base, it is possible that 

the advantages provided in the social, economic and political sense may emerge in the 

long term. The use of the Mamdani FIS method in the collective assessment of natural 

disasters may also give new opportunities and supports in the land suitability analysis. 

The MHSL map created in the test site area, which is currently under urban transformation 

projects, has the potential to be used as an important resource for urban planning. For this 

purpose, analysis can be extended in future studies to be used in planning stages.  

Also, in future studies, some efforts should be made for performance evaluations 

in joint assessments of natural hazards and some mathematical methods should be 

produced for precision. 

 It is not enough to identify the hazardous areas in the cities. The main topics such 

as macro form, urban texture, land use, infrastructure, structure stock analysis, and urban 

management, and operational insufficiencies should be reviewed with natural hazard 

susceptibility assessment in urban planning. Additionally, in future studies, a damage 

estimation can be created based on the elements at risk that are identified in the thesis and 

by adding detailed information (e.g. quality of buildings, building age, construction year, 

building material, durability of the structure, socio-economic situation). This damage 
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estimation will have the potential to become an important resource that will affect and 

shape city planning policies. 

As a fair sample of transforming multi-hazard assessment to multi-risk 

assessments, the study from Barria et al. [135] can be reviewed. In this study, the multi-

hazard susceptibility map created with the common evaluation of landslide, flood, and 

earthquake combined with the characteristics of settlements, social and technical 

infrastructures for the risk assessment. As a result, a relationship matrix was created 

between a vulnerability rate and a multi-hazard degree. In this case, a general multi-risk 

map has been obtained by evaluating the hazards with the matrices of socio-economic 

and physical vulnerability values of the study area. As mentioned in this study, output 

results were used to create an urban mitigation plan and urban planning decisions about 

the resilient settlement were made for the study area. Similar to the study of Barria et al. 

[135], the next stage of this thesis is the multi-risk assessment that will be carried out by 

processing these features and the conversion of this into policies that will be the basis of 

an urban mitigation plan. 
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